
Revelation

Living in Hope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our Summer class.  I hope we’ll soon be able to meet face-to-face, but for now I’m grateful for technology that allows us to still meet from a distance.   Some housekeeping reminders with this app:1. Please keep your microphone muted unless you wish to speak so that we aren’t distracted by background noise.  You’ll see the icon on the screen.    2. I’d like to make our time together interactive within the limits of our time and this electronic media.  I’ll occasionally ask you all a question, and I’ll also stop periodically to invite questions from you.  While there is a chat screen, but if you do type something I’m afraid that it’ll probably be too small on my screen and I probably won’t see it, so if you want to ask a question, please wait for the next pause and speak it.  So let’s dive in.  Attempting to cover Revelation is only 8 weeks is a little daunting. John must have felt a great urgency to write down everything he saw in the visions, and I perhaps feel an echo of that urgency to hasten through it together. You may have noticed that the subtitle on the website reads, “Hope for the Future.”  Sandra didn’t make a mistake, I’ve changed it, because Revelation is not just a book of hope for the future, but also for the present.  And since that doesn’t make a good subtitle, I’ve settled on “Living in Hope.”  This is a book of hope, it’s a book of enouragement, and a book of exhortation.  Some look at the book of Revelation as a giant puzzle, and they may focus great energy in attempting to fit the pieces together and figure out exactly when the second coming will happen, or who is the Great Beast, and miss the real blessings of this book. 



The Revelation (Apocalypse) of John
One of the most vigorously debated books in the Bible:
• Authorship: John the Apostle or another John?
• Date of Writing: ~AD 65 or ~AD 95?
• Interpretation

• Historically, 4 Major Views have been held by Christians holding a *high 
view of Scripture:

Historicist Idealist Preterist Futurist
Revelation speaks to the 
unfolding history of the 
New Testament Church

Most of Revelation speaks 
of recurring events, 

typical of many times & 
places

Most of Revelation speaks
primarily to John’s near 

future, therefore our past 

Most of Revelation speaks 
to our future, and 

therefore John’s far future

The Beast is the Pope & 
the Papacy

The Beast is any state that 
persecutes the Church

The Beast is the Roman 
Emperor & his Empire

The Beast is a future State, 
a new Roman Empire

*Christian Believers holding that Scripture is inerrant, authoritative, and understandable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Date of Writing: We could easily fill an entire class with this discussion.  Which interpretation was most widely held by Luther, Calvin and the other Reformers?Which interpretation is most widely held in the U.S.?Which interpretations are most widely held within Reformed traditions in America?We should treat this book with humility and with charity towards believers who hold different views.  “In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity.”  “Often attributed to great theologians such as Augustine, it comes from an otherwise undistinguished German Lutheran theologian of the early seventeenth century, Rupertus Meldenius. The phrase occurs in a tract on Christian unity written (circa 1627) during the Thirty Years War (1618–1648), a bloody time in European history in which religious tensions played a significant role.”  - Mark Ross, Tabletalk Magazine 9/1/09This might seem discouraging, but each of these views share a conviction that this book leads us awe and wonder in our great God and it strengthens our hope in His sovereign plan for history.  Authorship:The Strongest Arguments that the author was John the Apostle:“There was no dispute among the apostolic fathers as to the authorship of the Revelation” “Justin Martyr (d. 165), Irenaeus (c 180), Clement of Alexandria (d. 215), Tertullian (d. 220) unanimously identified this author with John, the son of Zebedee. - Gregg p 12 It wasn’t until the mid-third Century that Dionysius of Alexandria suggested it was the work of another John.  Eusebius (c. 325) likewise attributed the book to another John2. John was a common name.  There was no other person in the ancient church who could have identified himself simply as John without further identification.  He may have spoken from familiarity, from humility, or possibly out of a desire to remain somewhat anonymous to his enemies.   This book would be considered highly seditious to a Roman.    The main argument for another John as the author is the difference in the Greek style and grammar: John’s Gospel and Letters use a very refined Greek, but Revelation is written in a much rougher style.  This may be explained by:1. John is described in Acts 4:13 as “unschooled.”  John may have written his earlier works with the help of a secretary, which was unavailable in his exile on Patmos2. John may have written in haste, in order to capture the vision in writing before it faded.1. “There was no dispute among the apostolic fathers as to the authorship of the Revelation”  - Gregg p 122. “Justin Martyr (d. 165), Irenaeus (c 180), Clement of Alexandria (d. 215), Tertullian (d. 220) unanimously identified this author with John, the son of Zebedee3. It wasn’t until the mid-third Century that Dionysius of Alexandria suggested it was the work of another John.  Eusebius (c. 325) likewise attributed the book to another John4. Some modern scholars likewise argue that this was another John, principally because of the differences in Greek style and grammar between Revelation and the other works of John.  Date of WritingLate: ca. AD 95 during the reign of Domitian  (Albert Barnes, BB Warfield, Donald Guthrie, John Walvoord, Merril Tenney, …)Internal Evidence: Ch 13 “Mortal head wound that healed” allude to a well-known superstition that arose after Nero’s death, that he would returnEmperor worship was not enforced until the time of DomitianNero’s persecution was limited to the region of Rome itself, whereas Domitian’s extended across the empirePolycarp, Bishop of Smyrna states in his letter to the Phillipians (11:3), that “for concerning you he (Paul) boasts in all the churches who then alone had known the Lord, for we had not yet known him.) Yet, Paul wrote his Epistle to the Phillipians in ~AD 63 External Evidence:Irenaeus:“But if it had been necessary to announce his name plainly at the present time, it would have been spoke by him who saw the apocalypse. For it was not seen long ago, but almost in our own time, at the end of the reign of Domitian.” Early Date   ca. AD 65, during the reign of Nero ( In the 1800s and early 1900s the early-date position was held by such worthies as Moses Stuart, Friederich Düsterdieck, B. F. Westcott, F. J. A. Hort, Joseph B. Lightfoot, F. W. Farrar, Alfred Edersheim, Philip Schaff, Milton Terry, Augustus Strong, and others. Though in eclipse presently, the early-date view has not totally faded away, however. More recent advocates of the early-date include Albert A. Bell, F.　F. Bruce, Rudolf Bultmann, C. C. Torrey, J. A. T. Robinson, J.　A. Fitzmeyer, J. M. Ford, C. F. D. Moule, Cornelius Vanderwaal, Kenneth Gentry, and others.)Internal Evidence:1. The Temple is still standing, Rev 11:2: And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and the angel stood, saying, Rise, and measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship therein. But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two months.External Evidence:Eusebius: “ei de edei anaphandon en to nun kairo keruttesthai tounoma autou, di ekeinou an errethe tou kai ten apokalupsin heorakotos. Oude gar pro pollou chronou heorathe, alla schedon epi tes hemeteras geneas, pros to telei tes Dometianou arches.”Heorathe:  Third person singular, “he, she or it was seen”.  The proper pronoun can only be established by context, but is the antecedent, "him who saw the Apocalypse" (i.e., John) or "the Apocalypse"?  Gentry Jr., Kenneth L.. Before Jerusalem Fell: Dating the Book of Revelation (Kindle Locations 1929-1930). Victorious Hope Publishing. Kindle Edition.  Generally, the antecedentis taken to be the closest preceding proper noun,  but that is not always the case, and the writer of the first English translation of Irenaeus, A. Cleveland Coxe, says, “Irenaeus, even in the original Greek, is often a very obscure writer. At times he expresses himself with remarkable clearness and terseness; but, upon the whole, his style is very involved and prolix.” 248 Irenaeus’s mention of “Ancient Copies”: Another problem with the commonly received translation is with Irenaeus's statement at 5: 30: 1 (preserved in Eusebius at 5: 8: 5): These things were said by the writer referred to in the third book of his treatise which has been quoted before, and in the fifth book he discourses thus about the Apocalypse of John and the number of the name of the Antichrist. "Now since this is so, and since this number is found in all the good and ancient copies." 283 Irenaeus's mention of ancient copies of Revelation indicates his awareness of its circulating "at a much earlier time." 284 Irenaeus's statement may be suggestive as to the date of Revelation. Lee comments that such a statement tends to suggest "an early date for the inscripturation of the original master document itself. Clearly, the original autograph must have been still more ancient than even any of the 'most ancient copies.‘ Gentry Jr., Kenneth L.. Before Jerusalem Fell: Dating the Book of Revelation (Kindle Locations 2115-2124). Victorious Hope Publishing. Kindle Edition. Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr. (1998) records the following quote from the Muratorian Canon (written around 170 AD): “[T]he blessed Apostle Paul, following the rule of his predecessor John, writes to no more than seven churches by name…John too, indeed, in the Apocalypse, although he writes to only seven churches, yet addresses all” (pp. 93-94). By calling John the predecessor of Paul, and saying that Paul followed John’s rule, the writer of this canon clearly taught that John wrote to the seven churches (Revelation 2-3) before Paul finished writing all of his epistles. The ‘Monarchian Prologues,’ dating back to 250-350 AD, make the same claim. It’s universally agreed that Paul died in 67 or 68 AD.Other sources during the first several centuries after Christ also refer to an earlier date for the writing of Revelation, even explicitly. Krejcir (2009 [2]) cites statements from three sources: [1] The ‘Muratorian Fragment,’ dating back to 170-190 A.D., overtly states that the book of Revelation was written during the reign of Nero (who reigned from 54-68 AD). [2] The ancient ‘Syriac version’ of the New Testament, dated in the sixth century or earlier, echoes this statement that “Revelation was written during the reign of Nero.” [3] “The ‘Aramaic Peshitta’ version [which had become the standard Aramaic/Syriac translation by the early 5th century] has a remark that places its date prior to 70 A.D.”  -The Muratorian Canon In 1740 L. A. Muratori made his celebrated discovery and publication of a manuscript fragment that subsequently came to be known as "Canon Muratorianus." 444 The portion of this important manuscript dealing with the canon of Scripture claims to have been written by someone who was a contemporary of Pius, bishop of Rome, sometime between A.D. 127 and 157. R. L. Harris notes (by reference to Westcott) that "the date of the Canon is admitted to be close to 170 A.D." 445 This date was held earlier by Schaff, as well. 446 Lightfoot and Harmer argue that it was written nearer A.D. 180.447 Others believe Caius, Presbyter of Rome, wrote it about the year A.D. 200.448 If written by Caius, it should be noted that he may well have been a student of Irenaeus. 449 But even if Caius did not compose it, it most certainly was drawn up by a writer from the latter half of the second century, the very era of Irenaeus. 450 As Schaff observes, it is "the oldest Latin church document of Rome, and of very great importance for the history of the canon." 451 The witness of this manuscript virtually demands the early date for Revelation. The relevant portion of the document states that "the blessed Apostle Paul, following the rule of his predecessor John, writes to no more than seven churches by name." Later we read: "John too, indeed, in the Apocalypse, although he writes to only seven churches, yet addresses all." 452 This ancient writer clearly teaches that John preceded Paul in writing letters to seven churches. And it is universally agreed among historians and theologians that Paul died before A.D. 70, either in A.D. 67 or 68.453  Gentry Jr., Kenneth L.. Before Jerusalem Fell: Dating the Book of Revelation (Kindle Locations 2781-2799). Victorious Hope Publishing. Kindle Edition. Historicist:Anselm of Havelburg (1129-1155) and Rupert of Deutz (1111-1129); later Martin Luther and most of the reformers. Idealist:Idealist ideas began with the Alexandrian Fathers, but weren’t fully developed until the 19th & 20th Century.  Auberlen, Leon Morris, Michael Wilcox.  William Hendrikson, “More than Conquerors” 1939; GK Beale Commentary on Revelation, 1999; Dennis Johnson, “The Triumph of the Lamb.”Preterist:Luiz de Alcazar (1554-1613) (Jesuit scholar), Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) (Dutch Reformed), Moses Stuart (1845), James Snowden (1919), more recently David Chilton, Kenneth GentryFuturism is the most recent interpretation, initially proposed by some Jesuit scholars as a response to protestantism, but not gaining any significant following until 1827 with John Nelson Darby, leader of the Plymouth Brethren, and popularized with the publication of the Scofield Reference Bible in 1909, the first reference Bible to be published since the Geneva Bible in 1560.    Hal Lindsey, “The Late, Great Planet Earth” in the 1970’s and the “Left Behind” Series in the 1990’s.



Some Hermeneutical Principles
1. The Analogy of Faith: Scripture interprets Scripture

• More than half of Revelation is quotes or references to the Old 
Testament

2. The Historical Principle: Scripture was written for us but 
not to us

• The best way to understand this book is to read it from the 
perspective of the original recipients

• One of the worst mistakes is to read into this book our own 
current events and situations

3. The Literal (Literary) Principle: Scripture is real literature 
and is best understood in the sense in which it was written

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Scripture is God-breathed and profitable, and that includes this book.  It’s meant to be profitable to God’s people, but to understand this book requires us to do some homework, beginning with some basic hermeneutical principles. Some theological groundwork … Hermeneutics: The art and science of Biblical interpretation.   “The study of the methodological principles of interpretation (as of the Bible)” - Merriam Webster From Hermes, the mythological messenger of the gods. The Analogy of Faith: Scripture interprets ScriptureNot all Scripture is equally plain; we use the main and plain teachings of Scripture to better understand the more difficult passages.2. The Historical Principle: Scripture was written for us but not to us	Some have compared reading Scripture to reading other peoples’ mail, which might be overstating it a bit, but the point is that to best understand Scripture we need to put ourselves in the place of the original audience, who grew up in cultures very different from our Western, twenty-first century America.One of the greatest mistakes in trying to interpret Revelation is to read into the text our current historical context rather than reading out of it from the context in which it was written.e.g. one famous commentator recently asserted that the flying locusts of Revelation 9:7 are Apache attack helicopters.7 bIn appearance the locusts were like horses prepared for battle: con their heads were what looked like crowns of gold; their faces were dlike human faces, 8 their hair like women's hair, and etheir teeth like lions' teeth; 9 they had breastplates like breastplates of iron, and the noise of their wings was flike the noise of many chariots with ghorses rushing into battle. 10 They have tails and stings like scorpions, and their power to hurt people hfor five months is in their tails.3. The Literal (Literary) Principle: Scripture has been given to us as real literature and is best understood in the sense in which it was written, the sensus literalis.Goals



Understanding Revelation
One of the reasons that we find Revelation difficult to understand is 
that much of it’s written in an unfamiliar genre, Apocalypse
• Gr. apokalypsis, meaning “a revelation” or “an unveiling”
• Visions - apocalyptic literature uses visions as a way of revealing 

secrets from heaven about the present and the future. 
• Powerful Symbolism - Each of the apocalyptic books is rich in 

symbolism. The reader's imagination is stretched. - A book of 
Pictures not Puzzles

• As 21st Century westerners, our first inclination is often to study 
each detail in a vision and attempt to fit them together as with a 
puzzle.   

• Revelation is best understood by focusing upon the Big Picture 
rather than jumping to each detail.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you find yourself becoming frustrated in Revelation, it’s probably time to take a step back from the details and look again at the big picture. 



Revelation 8 - 11

The Seven Trumpets



Revelation 8:1-6 Seventh Seal and Golden Censer
1  When he opened the seventh seal, there was silence in 
heaven for about half an hour.   2  And I saw the seven 
angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets were 
given to them.   3  Another angel, who had a golden 
censer, came and stood at the altar. He was given much 
incense to offer, with the prayers of all God’s people, on 
the golden altar in front of the throne.   4  The smoke of 
the incense, together with the prayers of God’s people, 
went up before God from the angel’s hand.   5  Then the 
angel took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, and 
hurled it on the earth; and there came peals of thunder, 
rumblings, flashes of lightning and an earthquake. 
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Presentation Notes
Seventh Seal and Golden Censer  



Revelation 8:1-6 Seventh Seal and Golden Censer
1. Silence – the worship of God; God appears

Trumpets start a second cycle of judgments
2. Angel with a golden censor

a) Prayers of the saints are significant in starting the judgments
b) Thunder and lightning show God’s power and often accompany 

judgment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seventh Seal and Golden Censer  



Revelation 8:6-12 First Four Trumpets  
6  Then the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared to sound 
them.   7  The first angel sounded his trumpet, and there came hail and 
fire mixed with blood, and it was hurled down on the earth. A third of the 
earth was burned up, a third of the trees were burned up, and all the 
green grass was burned up.   8  The second angel sounded his trumpet, 
and something like a huge mountain, all ablaze, was thrown into the sea. 
A third of the sea turned into blood,   9  a third of the living creatures in 
the sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.   10  The third angel 
sounded his trumpet, and a great star, blazing like a torch, fell from the 
sky on a third of the rivers and on the springs of water— 11  the name of 
the star is Wormwood. A third of the waters turned bitter, and many 
people died from the waters that had become bitter.   12  The fourth angel 
sounded his trumpet, and a third of the sun was struck, a third of the 
moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third of them turned dark. A third 
of the day was without light, and also a third of the night.   

Presenter
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First Four Trumpets 



Revelation 8:6-13 First Four Trumpets  
Trumpet Limitation Parallel in Exodus

1. Hail and fire A third of the earth, trees, 
green grass were burned up

Hail and fire

2. Sea turned to blood A third of the sea, third of living 
creatures in the sea, third of the 
ships 

Nile turned to Blood

3. Waters turned bitter A third of the rivers and the 
springs of water

4. A third of the sun, moon, 
stars turned dark

A third of the day/night was 
without light

Darkness for three days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Four Trumpets 



Revelation 8:6-13 First Four Trumpets  
The seven seals announce riders to bring calamities, but the 
trumpet judgments describe the calamities themselves.
Intensity of judgments has increased, yet still limited; later 
bowl judgments are more devastating.
First four trumpet plagues strike the main areas of creation:  
dry land, sea, fresh water, sky – as do the bowl judgments
This is followed by v. 13:
13  As I watched, I heard an eagle that was flying in midair call 
out in a loud voice: “Woe! Woe! Woe to the inhabitants of the 
earth, because of the trumpet blasts about to be sounded by 
the other three angels!”

Presenter
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First Four Trumpets 



Revelation 9:1-6 Fifth Trumpet  
1  The fifth angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star that had 
fallen from the sky to the earth. The star was given the key to 
the shaft of the Abyss.   2  When he opened the Abyss, smoke 
rose from it like the smoke from a gigantic furnace. The sun and 
sky were darkened by the smoke from the Abyss.   3  And out of 
the smoke locusts came down on the earth and were given 
power like that of scorpions of the earth.   4  They were told not 
to harm the grass of the earth or any plant or tree, but only 
those people who did not have the seal of God on their 
foreheads.   5  They were not allowed to kill them but only to 
torture them for five months. And the agony they suffered was 
like that of the sting of a scorpion when it strikes.   6  During 
those days people will seek death but will not find it; they will 
long to die, but death will elude them.

Presenter
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Fifth Trumpet



Revelation 9:7-12 Fifth Trumpet  cont’d
7 – 10  Locusts are described:  demonic, tails with stingers, 
like scorpions, to torment people without the seal of God
11  They had as king over them the angel of the Abyss, 
whose name in Hebrew is Abaddon and in Greek is 
Apollyon (that is, Destroyer). 
Similar to Ex. 10:13-15 and Joel 2:11, where a literal locust 
plague comes in judgment, reflecting the torment of sin.
Apollyon could be a reference to Nero or Domitian
12  The first woe is past; two other woes are yet to come. 



Revelation 9:13-21 Sixth Trumpet  
13  The sixth angel sounded his trumpet, and I heard a voice coming from 
the four horns of the golden altar that is before God.   14  It said to the 
sixth angel who had the trumpet, “Release the four angels who are bound 
at the great river Euphrates.”   15  And the four angels who had been kept 
ready for this very hour and day and month and year were released to kill 
a third of mankind.   16  The number of the mounted troops was twice ten 
thousand times ten thousand. I heard their number.   17  The horses and 
riders I saw in my vision looked like this: Their breastplates were fiery red, 
dark blue, and yellow as sulfur. The heads of the horses resembled the 
heads of lions, and out of their mouths came fire, smoke and sulfur.   18  A 
third of mankind was killed . . . . 20  The rest of mankind who were not 
killed by these plagues still did not repent of the work of their hands; they 
did not stop worshiping demons, and idols of gold, silver, bronze, stone 
and wood—idols that cannot see or hear or walk.   21  Nor did they repent 
of their murders, their magic arts, their sexual immorality or their thefts.



Revelation 9:13-21 Sixth Trumpet  
1. A conquering army invades
2. The army attacks nations and individuals who give 

themselves to idols
3. Idolaters will be overthrown
4. Babylon, Rome, Third Reich, etc.



Revelation 10:1-11:14 The Witness of the Saints  
1. An interlude between the sixth and seventh trumpets 
2. Two scenes

a) A little scroll is given to John, and he is commissioned to 
prophesy God’s word

b) The history of two witnesses



Revelation 10:1-11 The Angel and the Little Scroll  
1  Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven. He was robed in 
a cloud, with a rainbow above his head; his face was like the sun, and his legs 
were like fiery pillars.   2  He was holding a little scroll, which lay open in his 
hand. He planted his right foot on the sea and his left foot on the land,   3  and 
he gave a loud shout like the roar of a lion. . . .
6  And he swore by him who lives for ever and ever . . . and said, “There will be 
no more delay!   7  But in the days when the seventh angel is about to sound his 
trumpet, the mystery of God will be accomplished, just as he announced to his 
servants the prophets.”   
8  Then the voice that I had heard from heaven spoke to me once more: “Go, 
take the scroll that lies open in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea 
and on the land.”   9  So I went to the angel and asked him to give me the little 
scroll. He said to me, “Take it and eat it. It will turn your stomach sour, but ‘in 
your mouth it will be as sweet as honey.’ ”   10  I took the little scroll from the 
angel’s hand and ate it. It tasted as sweet as honey in my mouth, but when I had 
eaten it, my stomach turned sour.   11  Then I was told, “You must prophesy 
again about many peoples, nations, languages and kings.”



Revelation 10:1-11 The Angel and the Little Scroll 
1. The mighty angel reflects God’s glory and authority
2. The call for no more delay means God’s plan is complete with 

the seventh trumpet:  Second Coming
3. John takes and eats the little scroll:  as sweet as honey in his 

mouth, but it turns his stomach sour
a) Communion with God is sweet, even if judgments are bitter

4. Similar passages
a) Ezekiel 3:3 God commands Ezekiel to eat a scroll:

So I ate it, and it tasted as sweet as honey in my mouth.
b) Ps 119:103 

How sweet are your words to my taste, sweeter than honey to my 
mouth!

c) Psalm 19:10 God’s precepts:
They are sweeter than honey, than honey from the honeycomb.



Revelation 11:1-14 The Two Witnesses  
1  I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and measure the temple of God and the 
altar, with its worshipers.   2  But exclude the outer court; do not measure it, because it has been 
given to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42 months.   
3  And I will appoint my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.”   
4  They are “the two olive trees” and the two lampstands, and “they stand before the Lord of the 
earth.”   5  If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from their mouths and devours their enemies. 
This is how anyone who wants to harm them must die.   6  They have power to shut up the heavens 
so that it will not rain during the time they are prophesying; and they have power to turn the waters 
into blood and to strike the earth with every kind of plague as often as they want.   
7  Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the Abyss will attack 
them, and overpower and kill them.   8  Their bodies will lie in the public square of the great city—
which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt—where also their Lord was crucified.   9  For three and 
a half days some from every people, tribe, language and nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse 
them burial.   10  The inhabitants of the earth will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending 
each other gifts, because these two prophets had tormented those who live on the earth.   
11  But after the three and a half days the breath of life from God entered them, and they stood on 
their feet, and terror struck those who saw them.   12  Then they heard a loud voice from heaven 
saying to them, “Come up here.” And they went up to heaven in a cloud, while their enemies looked 
on.   13  At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and a tenth of the city collapsed. Seven 
thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and gave glory to 
the God of heaven.   14  The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon. 



Revelation 11:1-14 The Two Witnesses 
1. The story of two witnesses, with striking miracles
2. Two olive trees and two lampstands recall Zech. 4:1-14

a) Prominent representatives of God
3. What are the 42 months?

a) Half of 7 years, a limited time
4. The Beast attacks and kills them

a) The Beast is state power, demonized, persecuting the church
b) Witnesses are resurrected as Jesus was



Revelation 11:15-19 The Seventh Trumpet   
15  The seventh angel sounded his trumpet, and there were loud 
voices in heaven, which said: “The kingdom of the world has 
become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Messiah, and he will 
reign for ever and ever.”   16  And the twenty-four elders, who 
were seated on their thrones before God, fell on their faces and 
worshiped God,   17  saying: “We give thanks to you, Lord God 
Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken 
your great power and have begun to reign.   18  The nations were 
angry, and your wrath has come. The time has come for judging 
the dead, and for rewarding your servants the prophets and your 
people who revere your name, both great and small— and for 
destroying those who destroy the earth.”   19  Then God’s temple 
in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of 
his covenant. And there came flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals 
of thunder, an earthquake and a severe hailstorm.



Revelation 11:15-19 The Seventh Trumpet cont’d  
1. A description of the Second Coming 

a) God’s glorious rule v. 15 “The kingdom of the world has 
become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Messiah, and he 
will reign for ever and ever.”

b) The last Judgment v. 18 “The time has come for judging the 
dead”

c) The temple is opened and the Ark is revealed
d) This is the revealing of God Himself!

2. More on the Second Coming is given in later chapters



Revelation 9 thru 11:  Last Three Trumpets  
Trumpet Limitation Parallel in Exodus

5. Locusts Five months Locusts

6. Army A third of mankind
Some survive the earthquake

7. Storm Ex. 19:16 at Mt. Sinai



Some Applications
In the world, we will have suffering

but
All earthly trials are momentary, light affliction 
compared to the eternal weight of glory God has for us

Spiritual warfare is real
but

God’s sovereign power guarantees His final victory



Revelation

Living in Hope



A Simple Outline of Revelation
Part I: The Opening & The Letters Rev 1-3
Part II: The Seven-Sealed Scroll Rev 4-8:1
Part III: The Seven Trumpets Rev 8:2-10
Part IV: The 1,260 Days Rev 11-13
Part V: The Seven Last Plagues Rev 14-16
Part VI: The Great Babylon Rev 17-19
Part VII: The Millennium Rev 20
Part VIII: The New Creation Rev 21-22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be a very brief survey … Various structures have been proposed for this book, some of which are quite complex.   This is a simple, thematic division.    
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